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Since 2009, supported by Fritz Thyssen Stiftung

Concrete task:
– Creation of gnomes database with focus on Arabic and Syriac
– Gnomes and

• General meta data
• Parallel texts
• Keywords regarding names, topics etc.
• Translations

Goal: 10,000 data entries (gnome + quotation, translation, keywords)

End of 2011: open access for researchers of gnomologia

CASG: Background



Greek

Arabic

Syriac

▪ detecting lines of transmission

▪ approach of the compiler (such as translation technique or situational context)

▪ sources (original works, other collections of sayings)

Main goals of the project

Greek

Arabic

Syriac



Do Syriac collections go back to Greek gnomologia or 
are they original collections?

Can we reconstruct the original collections from the 
existing fragments in Syriac?

Is there an archetype of Syriac gnomologia?

Syriac collection



Many of the overlapping sayings in the Arabic collections are 
found in different versions 

Reasons:

▪ different wording/ several traditions already in the Greek 
sources

▪ rewording of an original Arabic translation within the Arabic 
tradition

▪ going back to a Syriac translation of a Greek saying

Relationship between Greek, Syriac, and Arabic collections



Arabic collections:
Diogenes saw a woman who was carried away by the flood. He said: “The evil is 

destroyed by the evil.” 
(Ḥunayn 9)

Diogenes saw a woman who was carried away by the flood. He said: "She adds to the 
nuisance a nuisance. The evil is destroyed by the evil.” 
(Ibn Hindu 480) 

 
Diogenes saw a woman who was carried away by the flood. He said: “Let the evil 

destroy the evil.” 
(Ibn Hindu 509 = griech.Cod. V 8 (Giannantoni, Socratis et Socraticorum 
reliquiae), 206)

Diogenes saw a woman who was carried away by the water. He said: “It fits the 
saying: let the evil wash away the evil.”
(Muḫtaṣar Ṣiwān al-ḥikma 42 = Shahrastani 17)

Example for simple rewording of the Arabic tradition
or another translation?
 translation technique Greek-Syriac / Syriac-Arabic

A saying as a 'construction kit'



Diogenes saw a woman who was carried away 
by the flood. He said: “The evil is destroyed 
by the evil.” 

Names/ persons as „placeholders“

Keyword: quintessence 
of the saying

- Names, persons, content as an unstable element
- the gnome itself as a stable element

The 'construction kit': A bit more structured



User Interface
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Underlying datastructure



Search result



Current state of the database

Arabic
Syriac
Greek
German
English
French

Original
Translation
Quotation

Original 1821

Translation 1796

Quotation 977

Language Entries

Arabic 490

Syriac 831

Greek 1480

German 785

English 945

French 63



Arabic version:
When he was being taken out to be executed, he said to his wife whom he 

had seen crying, „What makes you cry?“ „How can I help crying,“ she 
replied, „seeing that you are going to be killed unjustly.“  „Why, said 
Socrates, „ would you rather wish that I were killed justly?“
(Philosophical Quartet, Socr. 23; Mubaššir Socrates 311= Bocados 198.1-
5) 

Arabic version follows the Greek tradition (Gnomologium Vaticanum 478)

Syriac version:
A certain woman saw Socrates as they were carrying him along to crucify 

him, and she wept and said: „Woe is me, for they are about to slay you 
without having committed any offence. And Socrates gave an answer to 
her, saying: „O foolish woman, would you have also commit some crime 
that I might be punished like a criminal?“ (Bar Hebraeus, Laughable 
Stories, 5)

Is the different wording in the Syriac tradition result of another tradition in Greek or a 
inner-Syriac development?

Another example
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 Humanists:
Most of the text is not digital available. Much needs to be typed in 

manually.
Based on available data: identifying different translation schools by 

comparing chosen vocabulary

 Computer scientists:
Lack of huge amounts of text as basis for statistical processing
Avoiding inconsistencies of keywords (synonyms of keywords for the same 

topic, spell errors)
Avoiding redundancies of parallel texts and translations. 
Current work on both topics by a diploma thesis 

Challenges / Lessons learnt
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- Validation of database: as more the database increase as more probable   
  inconsistencies can be observed. For this reason:

– Keyword validation
– Duplicate detection

   - Availability of digital texts

   - Automatic  detection of parallel texts 

Current & Future work
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Types of Completeness of Text Re-use algorithms

• Extraction of fragmentary authors

• String approaches:
– GST
– Letter n-grams

• Syntactic approaches:
– Longest Common Consecutive Words
– Word n-grams
– Distance based co-occurrences

• Semantic approaches:
• Semantic clustering
• Semantic graph based approach(es)
• Contrastive semantics
• Radius retrieval

• More complex approaches:
– DCT
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6 levels of text re-use: Traces library

- Level 1: Pre-processing- Level 1: Pre-processing

- Capitalisation (e. g. all letters to lowercase)- Capitalisation (e. g. all letters to lowercase)

- Normalisation (e. g. removing all diacritics)- Normalisation (e. g. removing all diacritics)

- Lemmatisation (e. g. replace inflected words by baseform)- Lemmatisation (e. g. replace inflected words by baseform)

- Synonym replacements (e. g. replace a word by the most common (most - Synonym replacements (e. g. replace a word by the most common (most 
  frequent) synonym)  frequent) synonym)

- String similarity (words that are similar written)- String similarity (words that are similar written)

- Level 2: Feature training- Level 2: Feature training

- Level 3: Feature selection (Fingerprinting)- Level 3: Feature selection (Fingerprinting)

- Level 4: Linking- Level 4: Linking

- Level 5: Scoring- Level 5: Scoring

- Level 6: Post-processing- Level 6: Post-processing
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Level 4: Linking – types comparing re-use units

Intra corpus detection (Text reuse):

Inter corpus detection (Modern: Plagiarism, Ancient: e.g. bible):
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The same order is more trustworthy than a sole and highly similar link.

Level 6: Post processing I

Source (Plot): 

John Lee: A 
Computational Model of 
Text Reuse in Ancient 
Literary Texts, 2009.
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Level 6: Post processing II

A text re-use from a document with a 
high text re-use coverage is more 

trustworthy than from a less frequently 
re-used text.

A text re-use from a section of a 
document with a high text re-use 

temperature is more trustworthy than 
from a less frequently re-used part of a 

document.
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